What can the spectacle of gay nationalism tell us about the reality of our cosmopolitan dream? My suggestion in this paper is that it challenges the assumption that simply invoking cosmopolitanism, or indeed embodying it as a style and a politics, is enough to secure the rights and recognition that were previously obtained by means of territorial claims and independent flag waving. It teaches us in order to reach an end -that of cosmopolitanism
The micronation that I focus on is itself an odd one in relation to others, in Australia and around the world. The Gay & Lesbian Kingdom of the Coral Sea Islands (GLK) is very distinctive in its political platform, in its geographic platform, and in other features. One of the points that I want to make here, however, is that while it is distinctive, and in many ways the odd one out, it should not be considered the exception when it comes to political philosophy, in its current focus on questions of sovereignty in the 21 st Century (see Brown 2006) . What I have called 'queer sovereignty' is a phenomenon that articulates an increasingly common intuition, I
suggest, even in its most uncommon gestures of secessionist refusal and withdrawal.
Micronations are tiny countries declared by ordinary people in an act that repeats the establishment of sovereign nations, at least in some of its protocols. At the same time that it repeats the enactment, it relocates it. It relocates it onto a scene that is not part of its conventional fiction; the contemporary scene of an individual assertion of personal interests or rights within a pluralistic modern democracy. In the conventional fiction, even when it is -as it always is -an individual signing the nation into being in the performative act of declaring independence, such as Jefferson in the case of American independence, it is not the individual as one among many, but as the one within whose representative hand the many may be singularised in a chain of reference and deferral that ultimately goes back to God, the only One not dependent on an Other and able to represent all others in His name, as Derrida reminds us in his essay 'Declarations of Independence '(2000a) . Micronations carry within them the spectre of multiplication to the point where everyone can sign his or her own declaration of independence, everyone can be the sovereign or prince, everyone's lounge room can be declared a new country. They push at the limits of our political notion of a right to secede, and our metaphysical notion of the sovereign individual.
I have engaged in an ethnography of micronationalism over the last few years, through my ongoing contact with local protagonists. In this work I have come to consider the secessionist move as a technique -and I mean this in the broader sense of a technique of the self, as well as a simple paralegal technique -of remaining in dispute with the authorities of government. There is an insistence on presenting oneself before these authorities that belies the etymological meaning of the term 'secession'. Linda Bishai informs us that 'The original root of the word is Latinsecedere: to withdraw…the origins of the root presuppose that the action is done unilaterally by the self -se-ceder or "self-cession" '(2004, p. 18) . In my account, the act of secession in its micronationalist production is not an act of withdrawing the self, but of presenting and re-presenting the self, in courts of law, in administrative tribunals, in bureaucratic offices and all the theatres within which may be played out a contesting of the authority to manage. The gesture of secession is one of refusing to withdraw oneself, refusing to cease, pushing oneself forward, getting 'in your face'.
Micronationalists feature strongly among those 'vexatious litigants' whose obdurate presence in the courtroom and the corridor threatens to jam up the system, making it unmanageable.
There is a curious kind of sovereignty betrayed in this phenomenon of seeking to remain in dispute. It is both a curious idea and a curious practice of sovereignty. It betrays a structural need and a furious insistence upon recognition by the other, a locking into the structure of mutuality even as it announces its secessionist break with that relationship. It is like those bitter and obsessive divorce cases where the couple remain locked into the very bond with one another that they had come into the public theatre of a courtroom to cut. What is witnessed is not any declaration of independence, but the suspended moment of confrontation and demand within a dyadic relation of co-constitution and co-dependency. Of the court cases and bureaucratic campaigns of micronationalists, whatever they begin as, they end up articulates the rules, the rituals and the symbols of the nationalist claim, making it recreatable, and by extension recreational. They foreground the technical exercise of national sovereignty, reducing the legacy of its idea to a set of steps and scripts that can be reproduced and acted out in a new setting. Always a performance, the declaration of independence is made subject here to a reproduction that can have the effect of 'queering' it; and by this I mean, putting it at odds with itself. A tacticalised sovereignty is staged -or put on, before a real or imagined audience -in a way that opens it to something other.
To illustrate this effect I turn now to the GLK. It has taken the Queer Nation idea to the point now where we might speak of something like queer sovereignty in practical as well as theoretical terms. 'Queer', of course, is an expression from radical gender theory. It takes its first point of reference from the everyday meaning of queer as homosexual, picking up on the long standing challenge that effeminate men or mannish women make to our naturalised clear distinction between the sexes. But it goes beyond this first meaning, just as the thought of 'queer sovereignty' goes beyond the thought that we have here, on a first apprehension: that the king is a queen. It goes beyond the novelty of this turnaround, to a turnaround in the categories of a broader conceptual domain, of interest to the political philosopher. These are the categories of nationalism and internationalism, the two mutually regarding terms that I want to track as they come under the queering effect of this micronationalism. What I want to suggest, from my study, is that a third term is indicated in the wake of this queering:
that of the new cosmopolitanism being talked up in contemporary European philosophy. I am talking here about the conversations between Jürgen Habermas and Jacques Derrida in recent years (Borradori 2003; Derrida 2000b Derrida , 2000c , for example, and to a limited extent -within secession theory -the post-nationalist cosmopolitan vision of writers like Linda Bishai.
It is with Bishai that I first take issue, in this paper. Her contention is that there is no place, in our post-modern world, for the movements of nationalist secession, and she Anderson and his friends was that in order to do this, and also to respond to the oppression of gays in other parts of the world, access had to be gained to the international forums and courts. As Dale explains, … that was the whole idea of the project from way back…like, the gay community has got so far and Australia has wound back the laws… it's the first time in Australian history that legislation was introduced in Australian parliament that actually physically discriminated against a certain section of We are entering a stage in the 21st century where Internet users and connected people can not only express their opinions freely, but also easily find others like them. Get enough people together, and a community is born. The Internet obviously offers a number of communities for gays, but now the Internet is doing more. It is offering people a chance to turn interest into action.
Using the Internet to raise awareness, Australian gays (with support from all over the world) could raise enough money to begin formalizing the process toward independence…. They are connected, part of the wired world that makes them able to do anything from chat about politics, art, or even find what it takes to create a Gay Kingdom (Fagaly 2005) .
The intuition was also that in order to get to this higher plane of an international stage, it would be necessary to pass once more through the Westphalian idea of a declaration of independence, on behalf of a nation. There had to be some kind of replay of the nationalist moment, that is; a doing of it again that would be a doing of it differently.
It is this staging and this doubling of the nationalist challenge that I am trying draw out of the micronationalist paradigm. At one point in the video footage the approach switches from a home movie style of recording -complete with family commentary -to a news reporter voiceover ('This is so-and-so, on location at Cato Island'). The narration is self-conscious and staged, imagining and so claiming its place in the nationalist archive. It is in the assumption of the protocols of nationalist assertion that its sovereign gesture is 'queered'.
Emperor Dale enacts or performs the inauguration of sovereignty, that is, but he does it in a way that doubles and displaces it, opening it a reproduction, or to a recreation, that is at odds with its conventional operation. The playful distance of humour and parody is kept in play in the GLK text, while the faithful operation of its gay nationalism is made to apply to the cause of homosexual marriage in Australia. It is here that a new 'cosmopolitics' might be witnessed, I
propose; one which has none of the complacency of assumptions that the gay and lesbian subcultures, in their non-essentialist logic of formation, already dwell at the cosmopolitan 'end' of claims to sovereignty. Recognition is not a game that is won once, and for all; there are losses and gains for each new set of players.
Micronationalism is a technique of engaging the many authorities of today's 'pluralising democracies' in an ongoing theatre of recognition, a way of calling on the law, in its national and international operation, to attend to the human rights claims
that have yet to be secured, or founded properly. We are returned to the beginning, to the unmarked virgin soil or sand upon which the steps of sovereign gay nationhood may be impressed. A particularly Australian trope has come to feature in the
